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Owing to the losses in performance which uxxease wxth the rate of 

heat extraction requred for turbine cooling, It I.S deswable to know what 

range of aerodynamic desrgns IS asscclated with low values of this quantity. 

Dxfferent aerodynamw designs of turbine, all passug the same mass flow and 

having approximately the same &SC and blade stresses, have been compared on 

the basrs of the ratlo of heat extraction rate to work output. It IS found 

that h-igh values of flow coefflclent (V,/v,) are benefxclnl In thx respect, 

and that u&se turbines have a slight advantage over reaction turblncs. 

Unfortunately, turbines wtuch have low heat extractun rates tend to 

have low, uncooled, aerodynamx eff3.clcncxs. Calculntlons for one spec3.fx 

gas turbine plant lndxate that no net gain of thermal effuxency 1s to be 

cbtauxd by usxng low reaction turbxnes, but that the use of hgh flow cc- 

effxxento may result Ln a slight gain. Thxs xmprovement may be apprecuble 

.u cases where the blade speed is low and the d0?3?rence between the gas and 

blade temperatwc 1s -Lnr?;e. 

fd.t,lcu~;Q attentmn IS directed mmll) towards uxustrlal turbines, scme 
or the conclu~lons a$@,* equally to airtxaft turbines. 
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1 .o Intr"ductl"n 

It is common knowledge that certain losses ir. turhrne performance arc 
incurred when an attempt I.S made to cool the turbLne, (see Ref. (1)). These 
losses mcrcasc with the amount of heat whlchmustbc extracted by the cool- 
lng medium to reduce the blade tcmpcraturc to the &sired value. For any 
glvcnwork output and gas tcmperaturc, the rate at which this heat must be 
extracted dcpcnds largely upon the aerodynamic doslgn of the turbine. It 
1s clcarly‘dcslrablc to know whnt rang" of acrodynamlc designs L.? nosoclatcd 
with a low rate of heat cxtroctlon, and the primary purpos" of this note 1s 
to dcflnc this range with somcwh?t more precLsl"n tk?n has been attempted 
hitherto. A secondary nun 1s to dccldc whether sufflclent przclslon can 
now be nch~cvcd vrlth the heat transfer dnta already obtaLned, and of not 
what further expcrliacntnl work might bc usefully undcrtakcn for tlus purpose. 

The first attempts to find the optlr.lum ncrodynam~ dcs~gn of' turbine 
for a mln.Lmum rate of heat extractIon arc reported in Ref. (8) and Ref. (1). 
In Ref. (1) a range of dos~gns was covered by cons;dcrlng three classes of 
turbine, each designed with n rnngc of flow cocfflclcnt, Va/U,. Thus ncthod 
has also b.een ndoptcd h~rc, the three types of turbine being. 

(1) Impulse, with no swirl nt cxlt from the stage, L.C. 
the nozzle blades have zcr" lnlct angle. 

(2) 50 per cent rcnctlon, with the inlet angle of the 
blndcs equal to one-half the outlet angle. 

(3) 50 per cent renctlon, with inlet angle of the blades 
equal to 0". 

Such a classification means that for each type, the flow coeffi- 
-lent is a unique function of rotor blade outlet angle CX2. It also 
lmpllcs a constant tcmpcrnturc drop cocfflclcnt, 
and -2 for turblncs (1) and (3) respcctlvcly, and 

2% g J AT/Um2, of -4 
a varlntlon of ths 

cocfflclcnt from approximately -3 to -5 m the cast of turblncs (2). Ref. (2), 
which =IVCS cstrlrwtcs of dcslgn point stage efflclency from the results of 
cascade tests, 1ndLcates that turbines (3) are operating with a temperature 
drop coefflclent glvlng approximately maxmUm efficiency for any given value 
of flow coefficient, Va/V,, while turbines (1) and (2) operate with a range 
of temperature drop coefflclents wh-Lch are numerlcally rather larger than the 
optimum value of about -2. A summary of the maln features of the three 
types of turbine is given In Fig. 1. 

The pru'sent Investlgatlon &ffcrs from the prcvz~ous "nfs zn so far as 
the assumptions on which the rate of heat cxtractlon IS calculated arc more 
rcalist3.c. Firstly, Instead of 3 sswnlng a constant rclatlonshlp between 
Nussclt numbelY and Reynolds number for each type of turbine blade regardless 
of outlet angle, 3 suitable varlatlon is assumed. SCCOndlY, lnstcncl of 
assuming that all the turblncs have blades o f the same chord and surfnci arca, 
these quantltlcs have been dctermlncd by sntlsfylng the rcqulrcmcnt that the 
blade ccntrlfugal tcnsllc and gas bondlng stresses should be the same 13 all 
turblncs. The ccmparlson has been made, thcrcforc, bctwccn turblncs of 
d-Lffercnt ncrodynam~c dcslgn but all dcslgncd to pass the some mass flow, 
with the same rllll speed (l.c., approximately the same disc or rotor strcss~s) 
and blade strcsscs. The work output per stage, tip dlametcr, or rotational 
speed, ~111 not, however, bc the same for all casts. 



In addltlon, thii note includes an estimate of the rate of heat 
extraction required to cool tbc annulus walls. For lack of any experimental 
information about the heat transfer coefficients involved, these were ass~~cd 
to be equal to the blade coefficients. 

2.0 Xothcd of presenting the results 

As in Ref. (I), it has been found convenient to express the rat@ of 
heat extraction in terms of stage hoat extraction coefficient, f, defined 
by: 

. . . . * . . . (1) 

AH 1s the total rote of heat extraction per stage, and W 1s the work output 
per stage. (Tg - s) is the difforcncc between the mean cffectivc gas tempcra- 
turc and thobladc or annulus wall tcmpcrnturc, and is assumed to be constant 
throughout the stage. The AH term comprises the heat extracted from stator 
and rotor blades, and annulus walls. Consequently, the stage heat extraction 
coefficient can be regarded as the sum of four coefficients, i.e., 

f = fg + fR + f*g + fAR 

where fAg and fAR refer to the annulus walls adJacent to the stator and 
rotor blades respectively. 

As shown U-I Appendix I, equation (I) wbcn applied to a row of blades 
can be expressed as: 

s 1 (-tnnao - tancY,) 1 
fs or fR q ; l k Rc$ -. 

% ( 
(2) tanC1, 

- tanOL2~ l 6% ” 

This assumes that the mean Nusselt number for the blade is given by 
Nu = k Rc2n, where tbc Reynolds number is based on gas conditions at exit 
from the blade roti, relatlvc vclccity at exit, and blade chord. Both Va and 
unl arc assumed to be constant throughout the stage. Equation (2) may be 
applied to the stator and rotor in turn to give the following expressions for 
f S and fR > 

n-1 S/c I (-tnnCL, - tanCQ)22n 
' "/,‘ FJ' ‘(tanC!Lo - tanair l lFz&!ip C3) 

n-l S/c 1 (-tnni2, - tanCQ)2-n . 1 

l -‘-’ (tfmCX, - tmC(,) “/, % (-cos a,) n (4) 

%I is the Reynolds number bnsod on moan blade speed, but othcnvisc unchanged 
from that used in Equation (2). 
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When applying these equations to the rangc of turbines under considera- 
tmn, a constant Prandtl number of 0.71 1s assumed. It is found that the gas 
an& arc all unique functions of 012 for each class of turbine, and consc- 
qucntly I?s and fR are functions of k, Reu, n, s/c, "/,, a2 and the class 

of turbine. The determination of the first five variables in terms of the 
rcmnmmg two is discussed in Section 3.0. 

An approximate value of fA has been estimated assuming the heat 
transfer coefficient between gas and wall to be tho same as that bcttzcn gas 
and adJnccnt blade. On tbs basis, the ratio of fAg to fg, or fAR to fR, 
will be in the ratio of the rcspcctiw surface arcas. If 1t is nssumed that 
the axial length of annulus wall associated with each blade row is 1.2 c Cos F, 
(where 5 1s the stagger) then, as shown in Appendix II, 

f%or - 22 fAR 2.4 Cos < . “/, 

VC VC 
. . a. . . . . (5) 

% fR . 

Thus the annulus heat extraction coefficients are functions of the blade 
coefficients, g/c, s/c, L/, and 5;. 5 is a function of o/2 and the class 
of turbine if the incidence is assumed to'be zero and a camber line is chosen. 
The only quantity additional to those already required to determine the blade 
coefficients is the aspect ratio, L/,, and this is also discussod in the next 
set bon. 

3.0 Assumptions 

So far we have assumed: 

(a) Constant Um and Va through stage 

(b) Constant temperature difference (Tg - Tb) through stage 

(cl Prandtl number constant at 0.71 for all turbines 

(a) Annulus length equal to 1,2x proJected chord of blade 

(e) Nu = k Re2n. This relationshi implies the assumption 
that the temperature ratio, TEA, is constant for all 
turbines. 

It remains to find k, Reu, n, g/o, s/, and L/o as functions of ~12 and the 
class of ttiinc. 

3.1 heap of hoa-t transfer coefficients (Nu = k Re2n) 

All tho turbines consider4 USC one or two of the follcnnring three types 
of blade; , nozzle <bla~{e CL, 
CxLq = -a&.’ 

=. 0, impulse blade CL, = 4X2, reaction blades 
3!$&&~~~'diit~ of h6tcakad.e t&ts on each type of blade have 

been reporte~'by-*ASZrev?s and Brad-ley3, ToMman&, and Bammert and Hahnemann5; 
they are summarise$'in-*Ref; (-6). Only one value of outlet angle was used in 
cnch cast. Ref. (Y~).provides-a result for a second nozzle blade of smaller 
outlet angle (25o:$s~~oom~~.red r+th,the 70° of Andrews and Bradley). As 
expeoted, the Nu~f~~~~number'a~~~Reyiiolds";er exponent are both appreciably 
increased by the'r&uction of outlet angle, 
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For this investigation, it was decided to assume a map of heat transfer 
coefficients in the form of a curve of Nusselt number versus outlet angle for 
each we of blade, plotted for a Reynolds number, Re2, of 2 x I@, and 
annotated with values of the Reynolds number exponent (see Fig. 2). It is 
assumed that the three curves would meet at a2 q 0, giving the Nusselt 
number relationship for a streamline body which was taken from Ref. (3). 
The map refers to blades operating with zero mcldence. 

Although this map is only tentative, it is thought that a comparison 
of the results obtained from its use, with those obtained by assuming a 
constant Nusselt number relationship for each blade, would show the magnitude 
of the error likely to arise from an imperfect knowledge of the variation of 
heat transfer coefficient with outlet angle. It should also indicate whether 
an extended programme of cascade tests would be useful or not. 

3.2 Pitch/chord ratio ("/c) 

Results of pressure lossmeasurementson cascades of turbine blades have 
been reported in Ref. (7). Curves of optrmum s/c ratio versus outlet angle 
are gLven therein for nozzle and impulse blades, together with a method of 
interpolation for deducing the corresponding curves for bladesintermediate 
between these two extremes. The interpolation has been carried out for blades 
having a, = -1Y2/2, and the result is given in Fig. 3 with the reproduced 
ccoxes for nozzle and impulse blades. 

3.3 Reynolds number (Re,) 

Assuming that the mean blade speed and the gas conditions are the same 
for all turbines, Re, becomes proportional to the blade chord. The rotor 
blade chords may be determined by postulating constant blade stresses, in 
the following way. 

The centrifugal tensile stress is a function of tip/root radius ratio, 
r, and mean blade speed, Um. Hence, for a given stress and blade speed, r 
is constant. An aplproximate expression for the gas bending stress may be 
found by ignoring the axial bending moment, and is given by: 

Gas bending stress = 9 . L2* C&. fr.- 11 
C zc u, (r + I) 

lihcre 2 is the section modulus of a blade having one-inch chord. Thus, when 
comparing turbines hating the same mass flon, blade speed, and blade stresses, 
the chord is a function of s/c, Z and AT. 

An unpublished approximate rule by D.G. Ainley gives Z in terms of 
camber angle, for any given thiokness/chord ratio crhlch for this purpose is 
assumed to be 20 per cent. If the blade angles are assumed to equal the gas 
angles, Z becomes a function of outlet angle and class of blade, Also, from 
the reference to the temperature drop coefficient in the Introduction, it may 
be inferred that AT is a function of CX2 and class of turbine when Um is con- 
stant. Consequently, the choice of a datum turbine having certan values for 
the air angles and a rotor blade chord of one inch, determines the chords of 
all other turbine rotor blades having the same streosses. The datum chosen in 
this note is an impulse turbine withal = -(x2;: 45 , CI, = -TO', and s/c = 0.7, 
and the chords for the thrae classes of blade are plotted against outlet angle 
in Flg.4. An assumption that the datum turbine operates with Reu = 2 x 105, 
enables a scale of Re, to be added to the figure. 



The chords of the stator blades are made equal to those of the rotor 
blades ~.n the case of the reaction turbines, and are fixed at 3n artntrary 
value of 1.5 inches for the impulse turbines. iihcn fondly Reu for the 
stator row, the change Ln gas density between out&t of stator and outlet 
of rotor 1s neglected. 

3.4 Perimeter/chord ratlo PA) 

An approximate rule LS used for the perlmetcr of a blade sectIon, viz. 
perxneter = 2.23x;ength 0f camber llnc, and clrculnr arc camber lines are 
assumed. Thus the "/c ratio js a funcixon of cnlnbcr x&e, ~..e., n l'unctwn 
of outlet angle and class of blade, and the relatlonshlp 1s given rn FLY. 5. 

3.5 Aspect ratlo WC) 

Assuming constant centrlfugnl tensile stress, blade speed, CRS density 
and mass flow, the rotor blade aspect ratlo may he regarded '1s a function of 
the flow coefflclent and chord (see Appendix Ii). both theso varx~blcs are 
functions of a2 and the class of turbine. For tnls anvestlgatlon, a v31ue 
of 3 I.S taken for the aspect ratlo of the rotor blades ln the datum turbine, 
and the corresponding values are then determined for all the turbines 
consCiercd. 

The aspect ratlo of the stntor blades 1s flxcd by nmklng :.hti assumption 
that the heights of correspondmg rotor and stator blades are equal. 

4.0 Results 

In Fig. G(a), values of the heat extractlo,? coeffxlent for the blades 
alone are plotted agslnst flow coeffxzent for the three classes of turbine. 
It 1s seen that hgh values of V&J,,, are accompan~cd by low heat extrnctlon 
coeff lclents, and that impulse turbines are slightly better than reaction 
twbmnes over the useful range of V&Jm. Under the condltlons assumed here, 
the decrease of heat extructlon coefflcrentwlth zncrease of V&J,, IS manly 
due to the nccompanyiw decrease of total surface zrea of the blade row. 
Ibe. 6(b) shows that the general pzcture 1 s unchaqed when the annulus walls 
are taken into account, although from IQ. 7 It 1s clear that at high values 
of &/Urn the rate of heat extsactxon requwed to cool the annulus walls may 
become as much as thrty per cent of the total. 

Itwxll be appreclnted that the values of the heat extraction coeffx- 
clents are only relative, smce the= magnitude depends upon the chord and Reynolds 
number assumed for the blades of the datum twblne. 
(3) and (41, 

Inspection of Equations 
rememborlng that n < I, ~~11 show that a reduction of thss Reynolds 

number, Reu, would lend to an increase in the values for the beat extraction 
coeffxicnt. A reductlo,? of centrlfugol tensile stress would be accompanied 
by a reduction of the blade chord, If It was obtalned by reducing the tip/root 
radius ratlo wlthout changing the gas bending stress. 5%~ blade chord would 
also be rcduccd of the permissible gas bending stress was xncreased. In 
cithcr case, If the red.uctLon cf blade chord wns ncccmpanwd by a reduction 
of Re,, the value of the heat extinction coefficient would be Increased. 
Thus, either a reduction of centrifugal tensile stzcss or an mcrease of gas 
bendlng stress mlghf lncrcnse the values of f. Although the ordinate scale 
of Fig. 6 would be altered, the general shape would, however, reman unchanged. 
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To compare the relative effects of Va/Um upon efficiency and heat 
extraction rates, the efficiency curves of Fig. 7(d) were deduced from those 
in Ref. (2)*. The order of merit in which the turbines appear from the point 
of view of low heat extraction coefficient is reversed; clearly a compromise 
must be made between high aerodynamic efficiency and low heat extraction rate. 
It 1s not possible to say what reduction of heat extraction coefficient will 
compensate for a given drop of turbine aerodynamic efficiency; only detailed 
performance estimates of particular gas turbine plant can show this in speci- 
fic cases. The question arises as to whether the heat transfer data avail- 
able is sufficiently extensive to make such estimates worthwhile, and Fig. 8 
is an attempt to answer this question. 

Fig. 8 illustrates the effect of using constant values of k and n for 
each type of blade instead of values taken from the map of Nusselt numbers. 
The greatest effect is noticed with the fifty per cent reaction turbines 
hnng a1 = 0, because these use nozzle type blades for both stator and rotor, 
and such blades have the greatest change of Nusselt number with outlet angle. 
It may be concluded that only maJor errors in the map would make a material 
difference to the relative values of the heat extraction coeffacient. 

5.0 Effect of choice of flow coefficient and type of turbine on overall 
thermal efficiency of a possible gas turbine plant 

It is not possible to make a generalisation about the relative effect 
of heat extraction rate and stage aerodynamic efficiency upon the overall 
performance of gas turbines. Nevertheless it might be of value to illustrate 
the effect of the choice of flow coefficient and type of turbine on the over- 
all thermal efficiency of one possible gas turbine plant, The specification 
of the selected plant is detailed in Appendix III; briefly, it is a simple 
gas turbine with heat-exchange, operating with a pressure ratio of 6:l and a 
maximum cycle temperature of 1,ZOOOC. The temperature difference (T - Tb) 
is assumed to be 6000~. and the mean blade speed of the turbine 850 f%. per 
sec. 

The calculations take account of the loss due to "negative reheat", and 
the loss due to the "dilution effect", i.e., reduction of temperature rise in 
the heat exchanger incurred by lower exhaust temperatures. These losses have 
been cstrmated using the equations given in Appendix III Ref. (8). The 
equations are based on the assumption that AH/% is constant throughout the 
turbine, and that the number of stages is large. (If the number of stages 1s 
small the loss due to negative reheat will be overestimated). Although in 
practice (T - 

6 
Tb) will fall through the turbine, f will probably be made 

to increase y designing the later stages for a lower value of m to 
reduce the exit volute loss. Thus the assumption of constant A will be 
approximately correct. 

*This efficiency IS the isentropic st%ge efficiency of an UICooled 

turbine of the given aerodynamu: design, it may be termed the "aerc- 
dynamic efficiency". 
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In Frg. 9, the overall thermal efflclency of the plant 1s plotted 
agamst heat extrnctlon coefflclent for various turbine polytropx 
eff ulencies. The results should be regarded as apply~.ng to a water 
cooled turbine, although the thermal value of the steam formod has not 
been included. If the turbule 1s au-cooled other effects ~113 b,e 
present, such as the work done hy the cooling au in expand~w throkqh 
th?z turbxne and the addltlonal work required. to provide the coolxng al?. 

If the stage effwlencies of Fzg. 7(b) are used as polytroplo 
efflcrencies, the followug table can be conlpilcd from Fsgs. 7 and 9. 

Flow 
Class of Turblnc coeff. 

-V,/% 

5C$ reaction from 0.5 
(a, = 0) to 1.3 

Impulse rrom 0.5 
(013 = 0) to 1.3 

From 5Oji reaction 0.5 
To impulse 0.5 

From 50/0 reaction 1.3 
TO unl)ulse 1.3 

73 
86 

87 
05 

0.031 
0.016 I 0.033 
0.013 

93 0.031 36.3 
07 0.033 33.7 -2.6 

I I I I 

The estimated turbine effx-Lenci.es are, according to Ref. (Z), on the optl- 
mistlo side for low reaction turbmnes, so It z.s clear that no advantage IS 
to be gained by choosing impulse rather than 50 per cent reactlon designs 
even wLth hx.gh flew coeffxclcnts. There does appear to be a net gam to be 
obtalncd by wing a hgh flow coefflclent, although this 1s unlrkely to be 
as large as would appear from the table. This 1s because a change from low 
to high flow coefficient ~~3.1 almxt certsu3.y increase the exit volute loss 
(see Ref. (1)) which has not been taken into account In the calculntlons. 

It must be emphasised that these figures only refer to one specific gas 
turbine. Ead the value chosen for the mean blade speed been lowert or the 
temperature difference (Tg - 'pb) been higher, the relative impoz%&ncs of 
desigxLzg for a low heat extraction ocefficient rather then a high turbine 
aerodynamic efficiency would Lwe besn increased. So, too, if the values 
of f in 3ig. 7 had been increased, by altering the blade chord or Reynolds 
number of the datum turbine for emple. 

h.0 Conclusions --- 

(1) IIlgh flow coefficients imply low heat extiactlon rates 
for all types of turbine; impulse turbines showing 
a slight advantage over reaction turbines. 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The heat extraction rate for the annulus walls may be as 
much as thirty per cent of the total at high flow coeffi- 
cients, and consequently it may be important to determine 
the heat transfer coefflownts involved experimentally. 

Small errors in the assumed map of Nusselt numbers have 
little effect on the blade heat extraction coefficients, 
and consequently extensive cascade tests to find the 
variation of mean Nusselt nmber with outlet angle for 
different classes of blade may not pay large dividends. 

Turbines mlnch have low heat extraction rates tend to 
have low aerodynamic efficiencies. It is not possible 
to make a generalisation about the relative effect of 
the.se two quantities on the overallperformance of gas 
turbine plant. Calculations for one specific gas 
turbine indicate that no net gain of thermal efficiency 
is to be obtained by using impulse designs in preference 
to reaction designs, but that the use of high flow 

coefficients in preference to low flow coefficients may 
result in a slight gain. This gain may become nppreci- 
able for plant using turbines with low blade speeds and 
high values of (Tg - Tb). 
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Fe 

AH 

AT 
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NOTATION 

stator outlet gas angle 

rotor inlet gas angle 

rotor outlet gas angle 

ststor mlct gas angle 

stagger angle 

axial velocity ' 

gas velocity rolatrvc to blade at outlet 

mcnn blade speed 

donsrty nt exit from blndo row 

perimctor of blade 

pitch of blade 

chord of blade 

height of blade 

section modulus of blade having I inch chord 

number of blades per row 

rotational spcod 

tip/root rodlus rot10 of 3nnulus 

blade contrdugal tensile stress 

mass flow 

heat trnnsfcr ooef flciont 

thonnal conductlvlty of gas 

viscosity 

specific heat at constant prcssuro 

rate of heat extraction 

stage temperature drop 

stage work done 

heat cxtrnction ooeff~c~cnt 

Nussclt number (he/x) 

(f t./scc.) 

(ft./see.) 

(ft./see.) 

(lb/fd) 

Qt.1 

Qt.1 

w-1 

(ft.1 

(in.3) 

(r,p.s.) 

(tons/sq.in.) 

(lb./set.) 

(cHu/sq.ft./soc./OcJ 

(cHu/ft./soc./OC.) 

(lb./ft./see.) 

(CHU/lb./DC.) 

(CHU/sec.) 

(OC. 1 

(mu/sco.) 
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pr 

Re2 

R% 

NOTATION (Cont'd) 

F'rancltl number @$,/I) 

Reynolds number (&VC/,) based on V2 

Reynolds number based on U, 

k 

n 1 
Constmt and cxponcnt u-i the relatum, Nu = k Re2n 

Surf lees 

A 

R 

S 

refers to nnnulus 

refers to rotor 

refers to stotor 
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AFPENDIXI 

Expressions for the alade Heat Extraction Coefflclents 

The stage heat extraction coefi'lclent 1s defmed by, 

AH um 2 

f = if--' eJrz, (Tg - Tb) 
. . . . . . . . (I) 

The work output per stage 1s gxven by, 

(The sign conventIon described in Ref. (2) is used For the gas angles 
and velocities. As this could result in a negahve value of W and cons+ 
quently f, the usual equation has been multlplxd throughout by -1 thw 
giving (-tan CXo - tan C$) for the denominator). 

The heat extract&on for a blade row is, 

A% = nbLSh (Tg - Tb) 

Substltutlng for W and & in (I), and vclting y for h, We 

bDvt? 

S Nuh (-tan OL 

'b=;---• 

- tanq) 1 

Cp (tanC$ -tang)'q 

And, of Nu = k Ro2n 

S 

fb = - lc Rc2 

n h (-tan% - tan&J 

C Cp (tan O+ - tan C$) 

Applymng Equatxon (2) to a row of rotor blades, a 
made for va and. v2 as follows: 

I 
. - . . . . (2) 

.ev,s 

substltutxon may be 

-um 
va 7 

(-tan CXo - tan LX,) 
, U, being negative. 

Hence, 

s X (-tan a0 - tan C$)2 I 

fR=:k 
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And, since 

v2 = V, -urn 
cos a2 = cos a, (-tan a, - tan a,) ’ we have finally, 

fR 
= k (Re,)n-’ . . . (3) 

A smilar expression may be obtamed for the stator, but mth the 
(-Cos C(2)n term replaced by (40s a,)". 
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APPENDIX II 

Method of DetermimnE the Annulus Heat Extraction Coefficients 

Assuming equal wall and blade heat transfer coefficients we have, 

fAR oy.. - = f As Surface area of annulus walls 

fR f S Surface area of blades 

If rm is the mean radius of the annulus, then for one blade row, 

surface area of walls q 2x27.x-m 1.2cCos& 

surface area of blades &rnP =ngs= s 

. 
fARor-= fAs 

2t4 cos 5 , s/; 
. . 

fR fS VC l s/c 

L/o may be shown to be a function of the flow coefficient and rotor blade 
chord as follows: 

L=& 

“as % 

, . . . . . . . (1) 

Centrifugal tensile stress, q = Xn$LI+, where K is a constant and 

N is the rotational speed. 

. N = . . . . . . .* (2) . . 

Also, 

U 
a=: 

Substituting for N in Equation (3), we have 

u," .LK 

a= s.q 

Ad substitutmg this In Equation (I), 

.* . . .a . . (3) 
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Thus for given values of q, U,, 4 and Q, 

Both U,/v, and c are known as functions of' outlet angle and class 
of turlme, so that of a value of L/, LS attributed to the rotor blade of 
the datum turbme, for wkrch the values of Um/Vs and c are known, the 
rotor blade aspect ratio of all the turbines is detennmed. 
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AFTENDIX III 

Specxflcat~on of cooled Gas Turbine Plant 

Smqle &as turbine with heat exchange. 

Compressor pressure rat10 6:1 

Compressor polytropu efficiency a5 per cent 

Combustion efficwncy 100 per cent 

Combustion pressure loss 1 lb./m.:! 

Thermal ratio of heat exchanger 0.8 

Pressure loss on ax-side 2 lb./lnv2 

Pressure loss on gas-side I lb./m2 

mechamcal efficiency 99 per cent 

iihxmum cycle te?rperature 1200%. 

!kmperatLD? difference, Tg - Tb 6OOOC. 

Iviean blade speed of turbine 850 ft./set, 

Ambxnt condltlons 15’C. and 14.7 lb./ln.2 

For gas y = 1.333 and Cp = 0.274 

For air y = 1.4 and Cp = 0.24 

I 



FIG. I. 

(1) IMPULSE WITH d3 = 0 

(2) 50% REACTION WITH~I=-MZ/~ 

(3) 50% REACTION WITH o(, = 0 

- irzl - 

2+ps = -4 m 

Wo=fX2 ANDCt, =ti3 

ZqlCpL$ = 
8-n I 

AND VARIES 

BETWEEN -3AND -5 OVER THE RAN@E OF 

vop m CONSlDERED 

MO = ocz AND tX, = M3 

VD il - I - 

Urn tan d2 

2gJcp~= -* i-n 

TYPES OF TURBINE CONSIbERED. 

%I IS CONSTANT THROUGH THE STAGE IN ALL CASES 



FIG. 2. 

o- 

)- 

I- 

3- 

o- 

D- 

)- 

o- 
C 

REAhON oC,= -52 

NOZZLE @JADE =$=o 

-20 -40 -60 -80 
o~-~LET ANGLE (DEGREES) 

ATLAS OF BLADE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS. . 

NUSSELT NUMBER v OUTLET ANGLE FOR Re2 = 2~10~ WHERE Nu= k Re; 



FIG. 3. 

l-2 

\ 
CZZLE BLADES (ti, = 0) 

I.0 
(0(,=-X2/2) 

IMPULSE (o(,=-+) 

BLADES 

o-4 

OUTLET ANGLE (DEGREES) 

PITCH/CHORD CURVES FOR TURBINE BLADES. 



FIG 4. 

g 1-o I \ !I 
2s 

\ 
NOZZLE BLADES (LX, -0) ii 

\ 

0.5 
MF’ULSE BIALa?S (u,:~~,)’ \ I 

0. 
-30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 

OUTLET ANGLE (DEGREES) 

CHORD AND REYNOLDS NUMBER RELATIVE To THE 
VALUES ASSUMED FOR THE IXTUM TURBINE. 

FOR DATUM TURBINE HAVING o(, =-ct2 =45; a,,= -70; s/c = o-7, 

THE ROTOR BLADE CHORD 6 1 INCH AND Re, - ‘t?r@ 



FIG. 5. 

REACTION 

I I I I 
I I 

I -40 -60 -70 -80 
WTLFT ANGLE (DEGREES) 

s/c CURVES FOR TURBINE BLADES. 

(ASSUMING CIRCULAR ARC CAMBER LINES AND PERIMETER 
= 2-23x CAMBER LENGTH) 



FIG6. 

FIG.6 (a) 

5C % REACTION (ti, = -42) 

%%REAClION (ff,:O) 

4 0.6 o-8 1-O 

FLOW COEFFICIENT (-va/ Um) 

HEAT EXTRACTION ~EFFICIEN-IS. 



FIG.7 

FLOW COEFflClENT (-va/tJm) 

FLOW COEFFICIENT (-va/Un,) 

FLOW COEFFlClENT(-Va/ urn) 

RELATIVE EFFECTS OF FLOW COEFFICIENT UPON 
BLADE AND ANNULUS COEFFICIENTS,AND STAGE 

EFFICIENCY 



FIG. 0. 

-USING THE ATLAS OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 

-------USING THE FOLLOWING RELATIONSHIPS :- 

NOZZLE BLADES (a,=O). Nu = o-65 Reto” 
IMPULSE BLADES (u,= -**I. Nu = 0.169 Re2‘- 
REACTION BlADES(a,=-ap/2), Nu= 0.55 Rele5’ 

FLOW COEFFICIENT (-v&d FLOW COEFFICIENT (-v&d 

FLOW COEFFICIENT (-i/a/ Urn) 

EFFECT OF ASSUMING CONSTANT NUSSELT NUMBER 

RELATIONSHIPS. 



FIG.9. 

HEAT EXTRAC-flON COEFFICIENT (f, 

OVERALL THERMAL EFFICIENCY v. HEAT EXTRACTION 
03EFF IC IENT FOR VARIOUS TURBINE EFFICIENCIES 
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